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Abstract
Mars may have lost a significant part of its
atmosphere into space along its history, in particular
since the end of its internal dynamo, 4.1 Gyr ago.
The sputtering of the atmosphere by precipitating
planetary picked up ions accelerated by the solar
wind is one of the processes that could have
significantly contributed to this atmospheric escape.
We here present a two years base analysis of
MAVEN observation of the precipitating flux, in
particular the dependency of the precipitating
intensity with solar zenith angle and used this
measurement to model the expected escape rate and
exosphere induced by this precipitation.

1. MAVEN measurements
In order to reconstruct the flux of precipitating
picked-up ion measured by MAVEN, we used the
same approach as in [1], that is, we used all available
measurements of the ion mass and energy
distributions realized between 200 and 350 km in
altitude by SWIA (cs product) and STATIC (ca and
d0 products). We selected the anodes covering the
75° cone angle oriented along the zenith direction
and reconstructed the energy distribution. Figure 1
displays the average precipitating flux measured by
MAVEN SWIA and STATIC during the first two
years of MAVEN operations (between 12/02/2014
and 10/24/2016).

Figure 1: Differential particle flux of the precipitating
pick-up ion as measured by MAVEN between 200
and 350 km in altitude during the 12/2014-10/2016
period. Red line: SWIA cs, blue line: STATIC ca,
green line: STATIC d0 15-17 amu mass range, black
line: theoretical predicted flux (Wang et al. 2015).
As shown in Figure 1, there is globally a good
agreement between the measured flux by SWIA and
STATIC, knowing that SWIA field of view allows a
better coverage of the cone angle pointing towards
the zenith than STATIC. Moreover, the comparison
between STATIC d0 product for masses between 15
and 17 amu and SWIA cs suggests that most of the
precipitating ion measured by SWIA with energy
larger than few tens of eV are O+ ions. Compared to
the predicted energy flux distribution [2], Figure 1
highlighted the good agreement between prediction
and measurements.
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Figure 2: Integrated precipitating flux measured by
MAVEN (SWIA cs) during the 12/2014-10/2016
period plotted vs MSO latitude and longitude. The
subsolar point is at 0°,0°.
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In Figure 2, we plotted the integrated flux in a MSO
longitude/latitude frame. This shows that the
precipitating flux is organized between day and night
sides with a 1.7 times higher intensity of the dayside
precipitating flux.

2. Induced atmospheric escape
Reconstructing the precipitating flux between day
and night sides, we simulated the fate of precipitating
pick-up O+ ions into Mars' atmosphere using
Exospheric Global Model (EGM) [3] coupled to
LMD-GCM [4] in order to calculate the induced
exosphere and atmospheric escape by the
precipitating ion (Figure 1, red line). EGM is a
multispecies parallelized 3D model describing, for
any season and solar conditions, how energetic ion
will interact with Mars' upper atmosphere (composed
of CO2, CO, O, N and N2) by transferring energy and
momentum to the atom and molecule and ejecting
atmospheric species into the exosphere. To describe
the collision, we used at low energy the universal
collision scheme of [5] and at high energy molecular
dynamic scheme [6] in order to take into account the
possibility of molecular dissociation.

3. Conclusion
Based on the average measured precipitating flux
during the first two years of MAVEN observations,
and using a model to determine the potentially
induced atmospheric escape, we concluded that
5×1023 O/s, 8×1022 CO2/s, 4×1022 CO/s, 1×1023 C/s,
1.6×1024 N/s and 4×1023 N2/s should have escaped
Mars' atmosphere between December 2014 and
October 2016.
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